Drafting force measurement: A New method to Optimize Drafting Process
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Abstract-- This study is focused on the optimization of drafting process through measuring drafting force and short term irregularities of fiber strand. Drafting force is the distinctive factor initiated by the frictional forces between slow moving and fast moving fibers during attenuation. Drafting force can be a good source of information regarding dynamic fiber behavior and reflects combined effect of multiple fiber and process parameters, for a particular materiel. The interaction between break draft and drafting force and how these in turn affect the irregularity of sliver has been analyzed by utilizing data from online drafting force device. The results showed that dynamic drafting force increases with the increase in break draft around 1.4 and then decreases with further increase in break draft. Short term sliver irregularity decreases up to 1.4 break draft and then increases as break draft increases. Furthermore, the region where drafting force reaches its maximum corresponds to the minimum sliver unevenness. Optimum break draft setting can be achieved at a point where the drafting force reached its maximum along with minimum short term sliver irregularity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Defective sliver production for one minute on a finisher draw frame, for example, is bound to spoil several hundred meters of fabric in the knitting or weaving mill. Draw frame is regarded as the last fault correction point in the spinning preparation chain, therefore, its settings, especially break draft has a significant role to play towards short term unevenness of output strand. To understand the fiber dynamic behavior during their attenuation, break draft is one of the most important factor to be considered. Continuing the early work by Vasilieff, Grishin establish a theoretical equation for calculating the sectional drafts in the roller drafting system in 1945. The Grishin’s formula was based on the total draft, the roller gauge setting, the fiber length and its variation. However, in roller drafting, dynamic fiber behavior is also influenced by many factors such as type of fiber, fiber fineness, fiber crimps and fiber hooks. It will be quite difficult to develop an equation which can apprehend all factors affecting fiber movements during their attenuation. The alternative approach to hack into the fiber behavior during drafting is through drafting force, which reflects overall velocity-friction characteristics of fibers.

Drafting force is the direct and intuitive factor resulting in fiber motion in a drafting zone [1]. The way a fiber behaves in the drafting process depends on the frictional force and, more specifically, on the variation of frictional force in the surrounding fibers [2]. In 1947, Martindale [3] first set up an apparatus for measuring the drafting force of cotton slivers, and he studied the influence of drafting ratio, roller gauge, fiber weight, spinning procedure, and fiber orientation. Others used the technique of drafting force when choosing a suitable draft ratio for break draft in spinning to obtain the best output evenness [3-7].

Recently Z. Zhang and C. Yu [8], has developed online drafting force measuring device, installed on the front drafting zone of industrial scale draw frame. The result reported in Z. Zhang study demonstrates that the draft settings have a considerable effect on the drafting force, and the break draft ratio has a distinct relation to sliver irregularity. Furthermore, it lacks to separate the effects of the break draft from the main draft because the drafting force measured only in the front drafting zone.

In this study we have assessed the drafting force and unevenness of cotton sliver to determine the optimum break draft ratio for achieving minimum sliver irregularity, both at back and front drafting zone.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Carded sliver (linear density 3700 tex) has been prepared from 100% cotton fiber. Fiber properties were measured with High Volume Instrumentation (Uster HVI 1000) and Advanced Fiber Information System (AFIS Pro-2), and shown at Table-1. The card slivers were further processed on DHU draw frame under different break draft ratios. Meanwhile, drafting force values were collected by dynamic drafting force measurement equipment [8], which has been developed earlier, installed in the back draft zone of the DHU draw frame. 3 by 3 drafting rollers set comprising of two drafting zones has been employed with back roller speed of 44 rpm. The back ratch and main ratch were fixed at 44 and 40 mm respectively. In order to get the
The effect of the break draft on sliver short term irregularity, total draft was kept constant at 4, while break drafts changed, namely 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7. Furthermore, to analyze the effect of the break draft on drafting force at the main drafting zone, card sliver of linear density 4000 tex was drafted and drafting force measured at front zone. After conditioning for 24 h at 20°C and 65% RH, slivers samples were tested for irregularity on the unevenness tester (Changling YG135) at the speeds of 25 m/min, for 5 min according to ASTM 1425.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber Properties</th>
<th>Fiber</th>
<th>Mean Length [mm]</th>
<th>Length CV [%] (w)</th>
<th>SFC &gt;12.7 mm [%]</th>
<th>UQL [mm] (w)</th>
<th>Fineness [mtex]</th>
<th>Maturity Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Nep [Cn/g]</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: w - by weight; SFC - short fiber content; SL - span length.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The curve in the Figure-1 shows that increase in the break draft ratio results in increase in drafting force up to a point between 1.3 to 1.4 and this area can be categorized as a peak region. This rise of drafting force is because of fiber straightening and hooks removal. The low relative speed between middle and back rollers results in higher fiber-to-fiber friction and reflected in the form of increased drafting force. As the draft ratio further increases, the speed of front roller relative to the back roller is considerably greater. At this point the dynamic friction between fibers is predominant and the shearing force more readily overcomes the inter-fiber friction, so fibers begin to slide more easily, resulting in decline of drafting force.

To examine the effect of break draft on drafting force in main draft, another experiment was designed. Break draft 1.24 and 1.35 has been selected (both at peak region of drafting force), and the draft at front zone was changed from 1 to 5. Meanwhile, the drafting force was measured at front draft zone. In figure 3 the peak region of drafting force is clearly seen around 1.5. As compared to figure 1, the shift of peak point is due to the difference of draft zone; here the sliver already drafted in the break draft zone, also the higher drafting force is due to the higher weight of input sliver (4000 tex). The difference in magnitude of drafting force between break draft 1.24 and 1.35 can also be seen. The sliver with break draft 1.35 shown higher drafting force in the front zone as compare to break draft 1.24. Furthermore, as the draft increased from 1.5 to onwards the drafting force gradually decreases, which is due to relatively high speed difference between the middle roller and front roller.

It is acclaimed that the dynamic friction coefficient of fibers is usually lower than the static friction coefficient, and the difference contributes to the “stick-slip” motion of fibers which causes the drafting waves in roller drafting [9]. Figure-2 depicts the relation between break draft and sliver irregularity. It can be seen that the sliver irregularity drops up to break draft 1.4 but then the unevenness increased with further increases in break draft. The better term unevenness relative to the break draft is attributed to the better opening and equalizing of small fiber bundles. By comparing figures-1 and 2 we may conclude that the minimum sliver irregularity near 1.4 break draft correspond to the peak region of drafting force. This break draft, where sliver irregularity reached its minimum and drafting force has reached its maximum, can be used to optimize the break draft.
Figure 3 Effect of draft in front drafting zone with different break drafts.

IV. CONCLUSION

The study of interaction between drafting force and break draft helps to provide better understanding of fiber behavior during their attenuation. The results obtained showed that it is possible to optimize break draft settings with the help of drafting force. Therefore, better short term linear density of cotton sliver may be achieved with the optimized break draft. It is inferred that the drafting force is dependent on break draft, and there exists a peak region in which drafting force reaches its maximum point. In short, high values of drafting force correspond to better sliver unevenness can be utilized for break draft setting.
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